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EQUITY MARKETS JUMP ON DOVISH FED STATEMENTS  

Weekly Market Update — June 22, 2019 

• U.S. stock markets finished the week higher for the third straight week in a row and 

the S&P 500 and the DJIA hit new record highs 

• NASDAQ led the major U.S. indices with a 3% jump this week, followed by the DJIA’s 

move of 2.4% and the S&P 500’s increase of 2.2% 

• The week's major news driving the markets was a more dovish Federal Reserve, 

which suggested two rate cuts in 2019 if conditions deteriorate 

• The Fed removed the word “patient” from its release and other central banks are 

moving toward stimulative monetary policy too, which has pushed bond yields lower 
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• As of the end of the week, the fed funds futures market saw a 100% implied likelihood 

of a rate cut at the end of July 

• President Trump announced that he spoke with Chinese President Xi Jinping and that 

the two would have “an extended meeting” at the G–20 conference later this month in 

Japan 

• Every one of the 11 S&P 500 sectors finished up and 7 of the 11 moved up by more 

than 1% 

• Energy led all sectors with a gain of more than 5%, as oil prices leapt almost 10% due 

to tensions in the Middle East 

• The 10–yr note yield dipped below 2.00% for the first time since 2016, but ended the 

week at 2.06%, not a big difference from the previous week 

• The 2–yr yield declined to 1.78% 

• The U.S. Dollar Index fell 1.4% to 96.20 

Weekly Market Performance 

  Close Week YTD 

DJIA 26,719 2.4% 14.5% 

S&P 500 2,950 2.2% 17.7% 

NASDAQ 8,032 3.0% 21.0% 

MSCI EAFE 1,918 2.6% 11.5% 

*Bond Index 2,162.42 0.44% 5.66% 

10-Year Treasury Yield 2.06% -0.02% -0.63% 

*Source: Bonds represented by the Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond TR USD. This chart is for illustrative 

purposes only and does not represent the performance of any specific security. Past performance cannot guarantee 

future results. 

It's All About That Fed 

On Wednesday, the Fed held the line on interest rates and formally suggested that no cuts 

are coming in 2019. The central bank suggested that one or two cuts might happen, but not 

until 2020. 



But that didn't stop Fed-guessers from thinking a rate cut was imminent. Without question, 

market traders are betting on Fed cuts as soon as the end of July due to Fed Chair Powell's 

press conference where he said, “many participants now see the case for somewhat more 

accommodative policy has strengthened.” 

 

In fact, according to the CME FedWatch tool, the fed funds futures market is now pointing to a 

100% chance of an easing of monetary policy next month. And traders are placing real bets 

on the CME exchange saying that there is a 64% chance of one rate cut and a 36% 

probability of two cuts. 



Interestingly enough, a quick Google search brings headlines that scream inflammatory titles 

like “Divided Federal Reserve holds the line on interest rates” from CNBC and “A Split Fed 

Decision” from the Wall Street Journal. 

But the Federal Open Market Committee voted 9–1 to keep the benchmark rate in a target 

range of 2.25% to 2.5% – hardly a split decision (St. Louis Fed President James Bullard voted 

to cut rates). 

Energy Stocks and Oil Jump on Tensions  

Increasing geopolitical tensions in the Middle East drove large gains in oil prices as well as 

energy stocks this week. Images showing that Iran shot down an unmanned U.S. drone 

pushed the price of West Texas Intermediate crude up more than 5% just on Thursday. 

High–level Trump administration meetings were held as a result and indications were that a 

military strike was in the works, before President Trump purportedly called it off at the last 

minute. 



 

Investors Hopeful for Renewed Trade Talks with China 

President Trump announced that he spoke with Chinese President Xi Jinping and that the two 

would meet later this month. As is customary for delivering news, Trump tweeted that he “had 



a very good telephone conversation with President Xi” and would hold “an extended meeting 

next week at the G20 in Japan.” 

As such, Chinese stocks moved way up in the hopes that this month's G–20 meeting will lead 

to trade tensions abating. China's benchmark Shanghai Composite Index gained 4.2% and 

the large–cap CSI 300 Index jumped 4.9%. 

Sources 

cmegroup.com; factset.com; statista.com.com; standardandpoors.com; nyse.com; 

federalreserve.gov; msci.com; nasdaq.com; dowjones.com; morningstar.com; 

edwardjones.com; bloomberg.com 
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